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Complete Downlighting Solutions
Peachtree Lighting offers a broad range of high-performance LED downlights
to meet the most demanding performance requirements, specifier preferences,
and owner demands. We build them to order and ship them fast.

BLRD and BLRD-D Family
Specification-Grade Downlighting

Our extensive BLRD and BLRD-D products are built for people
who understand that great lighting is essential for happy, healthy,
and productive buildings. In addition to a broad range of specification options and up to 12,000 delivered lumens, we offer
purpose-built downlights for some of your most challenging
applications, like MRI suites, behavioral units, surgical suites,
and shallow plenums.

We Love Downlighting
Peachtree Lighting was founded 30 years ago as a recessed
downlighting company. Today, we still love downlighting.

ALRD Family

Downlighting is a complete toolset. Using one form, designers
can integrate ambient, task, and accent lighting.

Architectural Illumination

Recessed luminaires disappear into the ceiling to highlight your
architecture and deliver your desired visual impact.

The new ALRD family of LED downlights integrate
advanced total internal reflection (TIR) optics into small
apertures to enable dramatic lighting effects. With six beam
angles and crisp cut-offs, ALRD downlights provide the visual punch
of halogen PAR lamps along with the efficiency and long life of LED.

Downlighting is timeless. From traditional to minimalist and everything in between, downlighting has and will stand the test of time.
And, downlighting is practical. With a wide variety of options,
accessories, lenses, decorative elements, and configurability,
downlighting can be used in practically every indoor application.

CLRD Family

General Purpose Downlighting

We’d love to help you with your next project. You can contact us
by phone at 770-787-8490 or email at sales@peachtreelighting.com.
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Peachtree’s new CLRD family of LED downlights deliver open,
even illumination for projects that are driven by demanding budgets and schedules. With LED performance in traditional forms,
the open CLRDs provide 1:1 spacings, even illumination, and
clean lines with no visible LEDs or hardware.
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BLRD Downlights:

A Platform for
Performance
Specification
Lighting
Peachtree Lighting’s flagship BLRD
downlights offer a complete range of
optical, mechanical, and electrical features for the most demanding project
requirements.

Family Overview
• Apertures from 3” to 8”
• Rounds, squares, and linears
• 500 to 12,000 lumens
• Dimming options include
0-10 volt to 1%, dim to black,
and Triac.
• Special version for key applications: MRI suites, vandal resistant, surgical suites, retrofit,
shallows, and wet locations
• Three-Day QuickShip available
on many configurations
• Bar hangers are included

BLRD
3” Aperture

4” Aperture

6” Aperture

8” Aperture

• 3BLRD (round)

• 4BLRD (round)

• 6BLRD (round)

• 8BLRD (round)

• 3BLSD (square)

• 4BLSD (square)

• 800 to 2,100 delivered
lumens
• Multiple trim options, including open, soft square, and
pinhole
• Insulated ceiling (IC-rated)
option available

• 4BLRD-S (shallow plenum)
• 4BLSW (square wall wash)

• 6BLSW (square wall wash)
• 6BLRD-EN (enclosed)

• 4BLRD-VR (vandal
resistant)

• 6BLRD-MRI (MRI suites)
• 6BLRD-BU (behavioral
units)

• Insulated ceiling (IC-rated)
option available
• 0-10 volt dimming to 1% is
standard. Dim to black and
Triac also available
• Wet location option
• Emergency and GTD options
• Remote driver option
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• R6BLRD (retrofit)

• 4BLRD-BU (behavioral
units)

• Available open or lensed
(with multiple lens options)
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• 6BLRD-S (shallow plenum)

• 4BLRD-MRI (MRI suites)

• 1,000 to 5,500 delivered
lumens

Left: BLRD downlights are
ideal for a broad range of
applications, including auditoriums, offices, lobbies, medical
buildings, schools and universities, worship centers, banks,
public buildings, concourses,
conference rooms, and residential spaces.

• 6BLSD (square)

• Available for challenging
applications, including
MRI suites, vandal resistant,
behavioral units, showers,
and shallow plenums.

• 6BRLD-VR (vandalresistant)
• 6BLRD-MED (surgical)
• 1,000 to 12,000 delivered
lumens

• R8BLRD (retrofit)
• 1,800 to 12,000 delivered
lumens
• Available open (with multiple trim colors) or lensed
(multiple lens options)
• 0-10 volt dimming to 1% is
standard. Dim to black and
Triac also available
• Wet location option
• Available for challenging
applications, including
sloped ceilings, retrofits
and heat lamps.

• Available open (with multiple trim colors) or lensed
(multiple lens options)
• Decorative room-side options available
• Insulated ceiling (IC-rated)
option available
• 0-10 volt dimming to 1% is
standard. Dim to black and
Triac also available
• Wet location option
• Emergency and GTD options
• Remote driver option
• Available for challenging
applications, including MRI
suites, vandal resistant, behavioral units, wet location,
showers, sloped ceilings,
and shallow plenums.

Above: The 4BLRD, like all
configurations of the BLRD
family, is designed to meet the
most demanding specification
requirements.
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BLRD-D Downlights:

Specification
Downlights with
Distributions
The BLRD-D family of products extends the BLRD platform by adding a
complete range of optical distributions.
With beam angles from 30° to 115° and
a smooth wall wash, the BLRD-D family allows designers to create sophisticated lighting solutions with one harmonious form.

Family Overview
• 4”, 6”, and 8” apertures
• Narrow, medium, wide, and wall
wash distributions
• 500 to 7,500 delivered lumens
• Multiple dimming options:
0-10 volt to 1% is standard. With
available options for dim to
black and Triac

BLRD-D
Narrow 30°

Medium 45°

• Available options include multiple trim colors, wet location,
retrofit pan, antimicrobial finish,
emergency, and no-driver

4” to 8” Aperture

• Bar hangers are included

• 800 to 8,000 delivered lumens

Wide 115°

Wall Wash

• 4BLRD-D (Round)
• 6BLRD-D (Round)
• 8BLRD-D (Round)

• Standard distributions: Narrow (30°), Medium
(45°), Wide (115°), and Wall
• Insulated ceiling (IC-rated) option available
• 0-10 volt dimming to 1% is standard.
• Dim to black and Triac also available
• Other available options include
wet location, emergency, retrofit
pan option, and antimicrobial finish.
To complement our -D distribution downlights,
we also provide distribution options on our
cylinders and decorative high bays.

The Magic of Optical Films
At Peachtree Lighting we blend our in-house design and
capabilities with the best lighting components from across
the industry.
Our BLRD-D products integrate micro-optic films into our
designs to provide superb angle control, efficiency, source
hiding, and aesthetics.
Highly optimized microstructures are pressed into optically
clear films, which are then bonded to our lenses. This technique provides smooth, gaussian-like luminous surfaces,
powerful angle and glare control, and high efficiency.
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6BLRD-MED-D surgical suite downlight with optical distribution
option. Using optical films, we offer narrow, medium, wide, and wall
wash distribution on 4”, 6”, and 8” downlights.

BLRD-D Reflector
With Micro-Optic Directional Diffuser
Heat Sink and COB LED

Mixing Chamber

Micro-Optic Directional Diffuser
Controlled Distributions
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Surgical Suite Downlighting

BLRD Solutions for Challenging Applications

Sealed 6” LED downlight for surgical and medical treatment rooms.
Sealed, IP-rated, wet-location,
NSF2-rated, and anti-microbial finish.

Peachtree’s BLRD downlights come in a wide range of apertures, lumen packages, and features. In addition, we have designed a number of purpose-built
solutions for some of your challenging lighting applications.

MRI Solutions

Retrofit Quick-Set Solution

Turn-key solution for diagnostic
radiology and imaging suites.
Complementary system of
non-ferrous luminaires, remote
driver panels, and filter panels.

The R6BLRD and R8BLRD Quick-Set
remodel downlights deliver new
construction performance for even
the most challenging lighting retrofit
projects. Fast and easy to install.

Behavioral Unit Downlighting

Shallow Plenums

Vandal-resistant 4” and 6” downlights
suitable for rough service areas or medical behavioral units. Tamper-resistant and
ligature-resistant.
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Our 4BLRD-S and 6BLRD-S shallow
downlights are only 4” deep. And, best
of all, they deliver uncompromising lighting quality. Up to 3,300 lumens with four
distributions and 1% dimming.

Shower Lights

Decorative Options

Wet-location 4” and 6” dead front
shower lights deliver up to 3,000
lumens. Multiple lens and dimming
options. Works with standard or
extra-thick ceilings.

To add a litttle bling to your downlights,
we offer a variety of decorative options,
including etched suspended glass rings
(-ICE) and the decorative semi-recessed
cylinder (-DSRC). Consult factory for
custom options.
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ALRD Downlights:

Architectural
Illumination

The new ALRD family of LED downlights integrate advanced TIR optics
into small apertures to enable dramatic
lighting design. With six beam angles
and crisp cut-offs, ALRD downlights
provide the visual punch of halogen
PAR lamps along with the efficiency
and long life of LED.

ALRD

Family Overview
• Round with 4” aperture
• 1,000 to 3,200 lumens
• Six beam angles, from 30°
to 80°, plus a wall wash and
double wall wash
• Insulated ceiling (IC-rated) option available
• 0-10V dimming to 1% is standard, with dim to black and
Triac as options
• Field-changeable optics
• 90 CRI is standard
• Bar hangers are included

Total Internal Reflection (TIR)
Optics Deliver Precise Control
TIR Optic

Beams precisely controlled
by TIR optic

The 4ALRD combines the efficiency and long life of LEDs with the
visual punch of traditional halogen PAR lamps. Ideal for highlighting
architectural elements and creating dramatic lighting solutions.

Typical Reflector

Beams controlled
by reflector surface
Beams not controlled
by reflector

TIR Optics
The 4BLRD leverages advanced total internal reflection
(TIR) optics from LEDiL, a global leader in optical design.
The basic working principle is the same for both TIR
lenses and reflectors, but TIR lenses have more control
over light. With reflectors, a big part of the light doesn’t
“touch” the reflector and this light can’t be controlled.
This difference is easily visible, with precise control and
sharp cutoffs from TIR-based luminaires.
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CLRD Downlights:

General
Purpose
Downlighting
Peachtree’s CLRD family of LED
downlights deliver open, even illumination for projects that are driven by
demanding budgets and schedules.
With LED performance and traditional forms, the open CLRDs provide 1:1
spacings, even illumination, and clean
lines with no visible LEDs or hardware.

CLRD

Family Overview
• 4” aperture
• 500 to 3,000 lumens
• Dimming options include
0-10 volt to 1% and Triac
• Multiple trim and trim ring
color options
• Insulated ceiling (IC-rated)
option available
• Modular light engine (LED module and driver) serviceable from
below
• Bar hangers are included

The 4CLRD hides the LED source and all hardware. It
delivers open, even illumination from traditional downlighting forms. Available with multiple trim colors.
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The 12BLSD soffit light
is ideal for upgrading
traditional sources
to LED. Up to 10,000
lumens. Retrofit and
vandal options.

Related Products

Related Products

Related to Downlighting

Cylinders

Our RDP remote driver
panel supports up to
eight remote fixtures.
Suitable for MRI suites
and other accessibility
challenges.

The P4LD and P5LD
recessed linear downlights deliver up to
3,200 lumens and
come with multiple
distribution options.

Add the decorative
semi-recessed cylinder (-DSRC) to most of
our downlights for a
distinctive architectural
accent.

Traditional cylinders
from 4” to 10” diameter.
Up to 21,000 lumens
and a variety of colors
and mounting options.

Healthcare Solutions

Our complete MRI
solution includes multiple luminare forms: 4”
rounds, 6” rounds and
squares, 4” squares,
24” linears, wall washes, and wall sconces.
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The 4BLRD-BU and
6BLRD-BU offer a
pleasing design option
for behaviorial units.
Tamper-resistant and
ligature-resistant.

The PSN (Peachtree
Steplight/Nightlight)
features a recessed
design and specification options for both
indoor and outdoor
applications.

Shallow cylinders in 2”,
4”, and 6” depths provide exceptional lighting in challenging low
ceiling applications.

Square cylinders offer
a classic architectural
form and come in a
wide variety of mounting options.

Decorative wall sconces like the Edgeglow
are ADA compliant and
add both accent and
navigation lighting.

Decorative Pendants

The 8IRD-HL 8” incandescent infrared heat
lamp is available for
targeted healthcare
and cold climate applications.
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The HBB-UD decorative high bay provides
a distinctive form and
delivers up 20,000
lumens. Custom colors
and versatile decorative options.
Peachtree Lighting

The HBB-SR decorative high bay combines
high-performance LED
lighting with a unique
form. Up to 20,000
delivered lumens.

The HBB-12A/16A offers
a traditional industrial
form and architectural
lighting quality. Multiple
refractors and reflectors
to suit any architectural
space.

The LBB offers enhanced design and
control options. Dimming to 1% is standard,
with optional dim to
black. Traditional and
modern forms.
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About Peachtree
Founded in 1989, Peachtree Lighting
designs, manufactures, and sells high-performance LED lighting for commercial and
institutional spaces. We help owners, specifiers, and contractors create spaces that
work better and last longer.
We are focused on creating awesome
downlights, cylinders, decorative pendants, and healthcare lighting products.
All products are made to order, built in the
USA and ship in time to meet the most
demanding of project schedules.

7230 Industrial Blvd., Covington, GA 30014
sales@PeachtreeLighting.com
770-787-8490
www.PeachtreeLighting.com
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